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1 R as an object-oriented environment

R is a statistical software environment which closely follows the philosopy of the original software system S, developed at the ATT Labs in the 1980’s,
and S+, which succeeded it. In contrast with S and S+, R is open, free software.

R is a large system. The core of R is not so large by modern standards (about 7MB executable under the Linux OS). However, as most modern soft-
ware systems, R is extensible, and there are several ways to extend it.

The core of R includes a scripting language, which gives it its look and feel. The development of R reflects the influence of Lisp.
The original S was not object oriented. As the object-oriented approach to software construction gained momentum, many non-object oriented envi-

ronments found a way to incorporate object orientation. The seamless integration of the object oriented approach with an existing software system is
typically difficult, and the internals of R still appear to be evolving. Fortunately, most users of the system do not have to deal with the internals at all.
By design, the object-oriented features most directly affecting the user interface of the system are most stable, and are most likely to be affecting pro-
grams written by common users.

2 The elements of object orientation

2.1 Classes and objects (instances)

R provides classes and objects. Every object is a memeber of a class. A class is identified by a name. In the following example, we create a vector, and
determine its class, by calling the function class :

> x <- c(1,2,3)

> x

[1] 1 2 3

> class(x)

[1] "numeric"
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The class is identified a numeric, which is a common class of all vectors and matrices of numbers. Let us identify classes of other common R objects.

> x <- "R is statistics"

> class("R")

[1] "character"

> class(TRUE)

[1] "logical"

> pi

[1] 3.141593

> class(pi)

[1] "numeric"

> class(function() { })

[1] "function"

>

2.2 Attributes

The attribute mechanism is used widely throughout R. Every object in R has an associated list of attributes. Attributes are also called properties in
other languages.

The function attributes is used to retrieve attributes of objects. Individual attributes can be obtained using function attr.

2.3 Association between objects and classes

Objects can be given a class by assignment. In the example below, we create a numeric vector and give it a class cow . The class becomes an attribute of
the object.

> x <- c(1,2,3)

> attributes(x)

NULL
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> class(x) <- "cow"

> x

[1] 1 2 3
attr(,"class")
[1] "cow"

> class(x)

[1] "cow"

> attributes(x)

$class
[1] "cow"

> y <- c(4,5,6)

> attr(y,"class") <- "cow"

> y

[1] 4 5 6
attr(,"class")
[1] "cow"

> attributes(y)

$class
[1] "cow"

> class(y)

[1] "cow"

>

The above example shows clearly that the R class is “just” an attribute of an object. In other languages, such as C++, the association between
objects is more rigid. In R, for instance, one can easily reassign an object to a different class.

2.4 Class hierarchies

Classes are arranged into a hirerarchy. Every class has one or more superclasses, which concepturally are higher in the hirerarchy. The highest class in
the hirerarchy, or the root of the hirerarchy is the class names any . The relationship between a class and its superclass has different names. The super-
class is often called the parent class . The class immediately below in the class hirerarchy is often called a derived class .
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Class is said to inherit from its superclass. An object of a class can be substituted in all places that an object of a superclass would be used. In par-
ticular, all properties are inherited by a derived class.

In R, we say that a derived class extends its superclass. For example, the class aov returned by the aov function (which fits linear models for
ANOVA) extends the class lm whose objects are returned by calls to lm (which fits linear models in general):

> Treatment <- c("One", "Two")

> Response <- c(1,2,3,1,2,3)

> data <- data.frame(Treatment, Response)

> data

Treatment Response
1 One 1
2 Two 2
3 One 3
4 Two 1
5 One 2
6 Two 3

> fit <- aov(Response ~ Treatment, data)

> fit

Call:
aov(formula = Response ~ Treatment, data = data)

Terms:

Treatment Residuals
Sum of Squares 0 4
Deg. of Freedom 1 4

Residual standard error: 1

Estimated effects may be unbalanced

> class(fit)
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[1] "aov" "lm"

> extends("aov", "lm")

[1] TRUE

>

> extends("lm", "aov")

[1] FALSE

>

We note that the class of object fit is a vector consisting of both aov and lm. All superclasses are listed, in the order of inheritance, starting with
the most derived class.

2.5 Creation of new classes

The function setClass creates a class definition. This is a preferred way to create classes. It is a flexible way to create class hierarchies. The argument
representation allows one to define slots . Slots are named properties of the objects of the given class. The argument prototype allows us to enter a
prototype object, i.e. an object of the class which has its slots set to default values.

New objects of a class are created using the function new.

> setClass("vehicle")

[1] "vehicle"

> setClass("car", representation(n.wheels="numeric", make="character"), prototype(n.wheels=4, make="Ford"), contains =
"vehicle")

[1] "car"

> aCar <- new("car")

> aCar

An object of class âĂĲcarâĂİ
Slot "n.wheels":
[1] 4

Slot "make":
[1] "Ford"
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3 Methods

Methods are operations that one performs on objects of classes. In R, methods are ordinary functions.

3.1 Constructors

Constructors are concerned with creation of object of classes. In R, ordinary functions are used as constructors. For instance, here are some ways to
create a 2 by 3 matrix of numbers and a vector of 3 logical values.

> m <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6), nrow=2, ncol=3)

> m

[,1] [,2] [,3]
[1,] 1 3 5
[2,] 2 4 6

> class(m)

[1] "matrix"

> attributes(m)

$dim
[1] 2 3

> logval <- vector(mode="logical", length=3)

> class(logval)

[1] "logical"

>

3.2 Generic functions

Many R functions are generic functions . A generic function is used as an ordinary function would be used, i.e. it takes arguments, and returns a value.
However, a generic function is a gateway for many other functions. More precisely, when a generic function is called, the classes of the arguments are
first examined.
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For example, the generic function show is responsible for displaying objects of distinct classes. Thus, if we define a new class, we may want to add a
method to this generic function which displays the objects of the class in a specific way.

> aCar = new("car")

> aCar

An object of class âĂĲcarâĂİ
Slot "n.wheels":
[1] 4

Slot "make":
[1] "Ford"

> startEngine <- function(x) { standardGeneric("startEngine") }

> setGeneric("startEngine", startEngine)

[1] "startEngine"

> setMethod("startEngine", signature(x="car"), function(x) { print("Vrooom!...") })

[1] "startEngine"

> startEngine(aCar)

[1] "Vrooom!..."

> setClass("electricCar", representation(n.wheels="numeric", make="character"), prototype(n.wheels=4, make="BMW Mini"),
contains = "car")

[1] "electricCar"

> setMethod("startEngine", signature(x="electricCar"), function(x) { print("Zzzzzz!...") })

[1] "startEngine"

> anElectricCar = new("electricCar")

> anElectricCar

An object of class âĂĲelectricCarâĂİ

Slot "n.wheels":
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[1] 4

Slot "make":

[1] "BMW Mini"

> startEngine(anElectricCar)

[1] "Zzzzzz!..."

> startEngine(aCar)

[1] "Vrooom!..."

> attributes(aCar)

$n.wheels
[1] 4

$make
[1] "Ford"

$class
[1] "car"
attr(,"package")
[1] ".GlobalEnv"

> attributes(anElectricCar)

$n.wheels
[1] 4

$make
[1] "BMW Mini"

$class
[1] "electricCar"
attr(,"package")
[1] ".GlobalEnv"

>
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